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Before the heavens were busy with Sputniks
and idiot beeps that say hey! to far off  worlds
we ran at the lights with jars.

- August Kleinzahler, “Art & Youth”
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Salvatore Difalco

San Francisco

Took a few moments to take in
Alcatraz, that floating hallucination.
Burt Lancaster came to mind
and the idea of  swimming there,
or swimming from there. Your mother
dragged her feet around Ghiradelli Square
and wet her pants climbing the stairs
to the public washrooms. Then it started
raining and the air smelled of  the sea
and ionization, and as I sucked
on a tablet of  stale white chocolate
your mother and your sister ducked
into a clothing shop for Levi-Strausses.

Cake

Walking Filmore with Lily
looking for a birthday gift
—Karen Alexandra 46
today, or is it 47? She looks
about 30, or 31. We’re
running late, but luckily
Citizen Cake appears:
2 lattes to go, one soya,
and that chocolate mini-Frank Gehry
in the case beside the coconut
poodle—not everyone loves poodles.
But the box becomes an issue.
Nothing smaller is tall enough, sir,
says the guy with groovy sideburns
but no stomach for improvisation.
Lily offers to balance it on her head
but I manage okay. Try catching
a cab in San Francisco when
it starts to rain—we walk and talk
despite the rain, for it amounts
to ointment and she is lovely 
dripping wet. By the time we
hit Alamo Square the sun is shining
and Karen Alexandra’s 46th
or 47th birthday cake (save for 
one toppled chocolate wall)
arrives in its soggy box intact.
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Pamela Mosher

The Child Wailing

The child next door
is wailing          again
Cries ringing out across the field
down the street          And I want to

tell him          you have no reason
                    you already have

what people spend years working
                    to return to.
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Nick Papaxanthos

In/Words 11.1

Sonnet to a Dreamed Hand

I stand at the edge of  a diving board.
Below, the pool boils. Steam rises
in thick, unwavering lines.
I reach out and they are like fingers.
One curls around my thumb,
another presses into my palm. I think
I am holding a hand—I think
this is what it’s like to hold a hand.

I remember pulling someone to safety, squeezing
and the hand slipping through.
I remember a patch of  wet cement.
When you lie down on it,
you think your head is a pillow
and the ground is a head.
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Gary Robinson

The White Man

 The white man who’d been out drinking all afternoon and most of  the evening bumped 
into a Mohawk just as drunk though he hadn’t done as much drinking as the white man. They 
met on a dark path that seemed to wind endlessly on through and beyond to nowhere. Or at 
least that was the man’s impression, swaying and breathing heavily as he was. It was nearly two 
in the morning and the bars were closed. The Mohawk said he knew where they could go. 
A house nearby. There was beer and liquor. The Mohawk was big and wore jeans and a U2 
t-shirt. His hair was long and black. He began walking. The white man followed.
 The stars. The man imagined he was gliding beneath them like pale stones hanging in 
the sky, brushing past each one. They were lovely. He had never seen such lovely stars. At one 
point he fell. The ground was hard and fresh and pleasing. He considered curling into a ball 
and having a short rest. He looked up and the Mohawk was beside him. He told the white man 
it wasn’t far away.
 The man had never been in this section of  the city before. He was relieved he was 
drunk though he had already sobered up a bit. The houses were old, rough from neglect or 
poverty and something else you couldn’t put a name to, and not at all what he was accustomed 
to. It was nothing like the man’s own neighbourhood where homes and yards were well tended. 
Suddenly a girl was in an upstairs window of  a house. A little girl with blond hair. She watched 
the two go by. Her eyes were incredibly large. How could a child have eyes like that? Almost 
like an alien. Then she wasn’t there. Could she have been taken back to the mother ship which 
was now rushing through the galaxies? What a funny idea! Or was it sad? The Mohawk wasn’t 
in view. A breeze mingled in the man’s nostrils. Then he glimpsed the Mohawk up ahead. He 
motioned to him to slow down.
 They crossed empty streets. Their feet like claps on the asphalt. The man remembered 
his wife would be in bed by this time and probably asleep for several hours already. She never 
waited up for him anymore. She was a practical woman. A few years ago he had plotted how he 
might kill her. It was only a joke of  course, done out of  boredom more than anything else. But 
he had worked out all the details. How to do it without being suspected. Make it resemble an 
accident. But he wouldn’t have had the nerve. That was the most important thing. You had to 
have nerve. Most murderers cracked under the strain of  a police interrogation. Not to mention 
guilt.
 The man stumbled into the Mohawk who was stopped. He asked if  he had money. 
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The white man said he had cash and a credit card. The Mohawk was the size of  a bear. A scar 
hooked an inch or two down one of  his eyes. He didn’t seem drunk at all anymore. They were 
standing so close the man could smell him. He had a clean smell like grain or leather. Then he 
turned around and moved off.
 Now they were in an area poorer and more raw than the one they’d just come from. 
The houses in worse shape. An atmosphere of  dissolution and threat made more disturbing 
by the uncanny silence. Here it was obvious you had to keep your head up. A few houses had 
a light on. He was suspicious and wanted to get by them quickly. But most were unlit. Nobody 
was out except the two walking now. They stirred through pools cast by street lamps. Into and 
out of  shadow. The man had no idea where he was. The street signs were unfamiliar to him. 
They constantly changed direction, turning left or right, travelling steadily and with purpose.
 The man began singing Heartbreak Hotel. The Mohawk glanced over his shoulder but 
said nothing. The man stopped singing and took to studying the stars again. He wasn’t sure if  
these were the same stars as before. He became aware that he was panting. He wanted to rest 
but was worried the other would leave him behind.
 A week ago he and his wife had rented Jaws, the anniversary DVD. They had last seen 
it when they were dating, before they married. At the end he caught her crying. Quietly. Tears 
devoid of  emotion. Robot tears. Startled he had pretended not to notice. She wasn’t prone to 
depression so he was puzzled. Their own twentieth wedding anniversary had recently come 
and gone without any excitement. They had dined at an inexpensive restaurant near their 
home. The meal was eaten without much chatter from either. Except she had remarked that 
maybe twenty years is enough time to know someone. The night she cried he delayed going 
to bed. He was afraid she would be crying those emotionless tears. It was unnatural to cry like 
that. It gave him the creeps.
 They couldn’t have children because pregnancies were too difficult for her. Apparently 
it was a problem with all women in her family. An older sister died from a c-section. So she 
had her Fallopian tubes tied. When he asked if  she wanted to adopt a child, she became upset. 
What stood out when he went over it in his mind was that she hadn’t cried at all back then. A 
level headed woman she settled into middle age almost with commitment. While he’d become 
a drinker. At first a social drinker getting together with friends after work. Then a steady 
drinker. And then going on binges that could last all weekend. Strangely she didn’t complain. 
When he came home she would only nod. But she never gave him hell or expressed regret. She 
forgave him even as they grew distant. But a divorce was out of  the question. Neither of  them 
was attracted to anyone else. She had no hobbies he knew of. She wasn’t even very interested 
in her job in a flower shop.
 The man was panting more and more. They seemed to have been going for hours 
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though his watch showed only fifteen minutes had gone by since they had started. The Mohawk 
was still ahead of  him, his huge bear sized body moving as quickly as a bear might. 
 It was very dark now. As if  the stars somehow had been extinguished and all light on 
earth was shut off. It was unreal. The man staggered through darkness so total he couldn’t 
believe he would survive. He couldn’t see the Mohawk. It was like being in a windowless 
corridor or a void. When he was a child his family had vacationed down east. They stayed at 
an aunt’s home. She cautioned him and his older brother against exploring the caves that were 
not far away. Caves that originally had been mined for some mineral long ago. He couldn’t 
recall what kind. The boys had spoken conspiratorially about it. They decided it was too good 
an opportunity to pass up. When everyone was distracted by friends of  his aunt’s who dropped 
in to spend the afternoon, the two brothers sneaked off  to the caves. They were much nearer 
than they had realized. They were almost in his aunt’s backyard. The brothers slipped beyond 
the fence bordering the property and the caves were right there. Beer bottles and garbage 
littered the ground. Two of  the caves were smaller and had brush growing thickly around the 
entrances where wooden barriers had been torn down and thrown aside. A circle of  cigarette 
butts marked the opening to the largest cave. They went in. More garbage and cigarette butts 
were strewn on the earthen floor. It was long unused. Thick beams supported the ceiling. A 
stench of  soil and damp wood was everywhere. The tunnel continued for a ways and then 
turned at right angles and descended far underground. There was no sound at all. The boy held 
his older brother’s hand tightly. The entrance to the cave shone like a bright disc behind them 
as they went deeper inside. But soon there was no light whatsoever. They couldn’t see where 
they were going. Then his brother let go of  his hand. Utter blackness. He cried out. He would 
be left here forever. He was suffocating. Then he fainted.
 When he regained consciousness he was back in daylight outside the cave. His brother 
was disgusted with him. They didn’t say a word to anyone though his aunt glanced reproachfully 
as if  guessing where they had been.
 The Mohawk was on the porch of  a house across the street. The man didn’t recognize 
the street or know how long he’d been there. He rubbed his eyes. His vision had come back as 
if  he had awakened from sleep or an anaesthetic and was only now able to comprehend what 
was taking place. The Mohawk was with someone he couldn’t make out. They looked over. He 
thought of  his wife again. The Mohawk and the other disappeared into the house. Except for 
those two who’d gone inside it seemed deserted. He wanted to sleep. Then the Mohawk came 
out. He was waiting for him.
 He couldn’t leave now after he had guided him here. Slowly he crossed the street. The 
Mohawk stared at him. Then he sank into the shadows of  the house that was still unlit. The 
house was too quiet, the man thought. He climbed the porch. The stars were like hundreds of  
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eyes blinking from faraway worlds. Another drink wouldn’t hurt. He’d sleep it off  tomorrow. 
The door was open. He saw no movement whatsoever. He entered the dark doorway. A light 
shone weakly at the end of  the hall. By the time he reached it he was almost in tears.
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jesslyn delia

an arm.

every living thing comes
full circle, and stops to eat
out of  our garbage

obsessed about the frame
around the window
we took out all the nails, a pillow
for a plate of  glass just like an arm,
for underneath my neck at night

the open hole for gardening,
for watching and unlocking
words we never said

underneath the moon
he breaks a bottle on his foot

i continue digging,
preparing for the dawn
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march.

by now there are
too many lies, exposed not
by the sun
but by its glare
off  the lavender snow, a
shade pulled by tires

a smile, i know,
is the lie of  all lies, i do
it myself  and i do
it well

we run with the winter
to gutters, i am
alone in my home sending
soap down the drain,
not killing the mouse
who lives in the wall

he reminds me of  you
he comes
he goes
he smiles too often
and hides, but not well
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Kevin Spenst

Abram Bernhard Spenst
Canby, Oregon, December 4, 2011

In the spirit of  my father, a feeling comes cloaked in lamb’s wool, comes cloaked as a prayer. 
It’s Sunday morning in America and the price of  my family’s stay at my sister’s is that we at-
tend my brother-in-law’s new church. Hear him preach at Bethany Evangelical.  A weekend of  
shopping at outlets redeemed in the blood of  the lamb. The songs are familiar and I open my 
throat to sing. I cough. Unleashed for God, reads a banner on the wall. Educational programs 
for troubled youth are laid out. Soup kitchens explained. The deacons with their ploughshared 
permits in their wallets allowing them to carry concealed weapons. Their wives raising their 
hands to the beat of  the drummer on stage within a glass sound booth. An entire rock band 
behind my brother-in-law as he asks us to close our eyes in prayer, tells us how God accepts us 
for who we are. Blotches and all. I don’t believe a word of  it, but the spirit of  acceptance and 
love vibrates in his voice. In the spirit of  my father, I let this resonance that must be charging 
through everyone (even for my mom who’s snoring gently) be called God.
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Howie Good

In/Words 11.1

In Extremis

Somewhere there’s a picture of  me with another face. Why bother?  I seem to be thinking. 
Why force a giraffe into a flower pot? Great sages rarely called on the phone, and even when 
they did, what they discussed was gray and obscure, a sour haze between me and the rest of  
the world. My cuts bled. The hole in my favorite T-shirt also refused to heal. Only one thing 
left to do, the fat lady said–sing.

Fog Area

I’m dressed in a French-cut suit
the color of  a cloudy day.
 
A cadaver dog approaches,
hesitant and mannerly.

There’s no effective pill.
There never was.
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Christine Sirois

Labour

Where’s that snail you said you would send?
It’s been a month now and I still smell like chlorine.

Sometimes I think it’s fine not to love you anymore.

But then I remember Greenwood
and waking up to streetcar clatter under yarn and twigs
hanging in your window.

This morning, I woke up with dead leaves in my bed
and remembered you saying:

You’re better off  where you are.

We built our bed on nails and lies
and now I know it’s fine
not to love you all the time.
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David O’Meara

In/Words 11.1

Motifs

He stood at the front of  the lecture hall
and rushed to explain the important themes
of  the 20th Century American Novel,

last class before mid-terms.
Our essays were low; he wanted us
to get this, to sift the full impact

of  the novel’s plot, a book he clearly loved.
It was a quintessential, early-winter day, sky
the colour of  pasta-water, stirred with flurries,

and the small break of  Christmas before us.
The painted vents blew hot, drowsy breath.
“Now one more thing,” he said, then talked

of  the cancer they’d found, treatment
and the chance of  success. There’d be
a substitute for the remainder of  term.

He looked at his watch; the time was gone.
Silent, we loaded books into knapsacks.
“Good luck on the exam. Reread your notes,

and please, remember the motifs,” he said
as we poured toward the door, “the recurring motifs
of  the white horse and the pillar of  smoke.”
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Tony DeSantis

Fido’s Tale

 Growing up, there was nothing likeable about the scruffy dog next-door. He looked 
like a regurgitated hairball, a compost pile with legs radiating a stench just as ripe. He was a 
Heinz 57, part Pomeranian, part Cocker Spaniel and the rest all happenstance. No one ever 
knew his name and being creatively challenged kids, my sister and I decided to call him Fido.
 Fido was different than most dogs in our neighborhood. As far as we could tell, he 
never went for walks, played fetch or spent a cozy night snuggled on a child’s bed. Instead, 
the neglected mutt wasted his days plaintively barking at anything that passed by. Although 
big enough to run around in, Fido’s backyard was an unsightly mess of  gravel and crumbled 
asphalt with patches of  dandelions and weeds punching through the cracks.
 Over the years Fido inherited quite a few of  our toys, but never intentionally. From 
badminton birdies to Frisbees, he spent hours playing with, and eventually destroying, 
everything that sailed over the rusted chain link fence. We never tried to rescue our toys for 
fear that Fido would rip us to shreds and ringing his master’s doorbell was definitely out of  the 
question.
 Mr. Jolicoeur, whose name when translated meant ‘happy heart,’ was anything but. He 
was an ancient curmudgeon, a lonely widower with a constipated face cracked from years of  
chain-smoking and cheap beer. Every Halloween, his house was left in total darkness and no 
one dared approach for fear that he’d trick you into becoming his treat. Rumour had it, Mr. 
Jolicoeur ate children because he fancied the taste of  young flesh. Being the fatties on the 
street, my sister and I decided it would be best to keep our distance. We didn’t dare tempt him 
into making us his next buffet.
 During our idle summer months, while our parents worked, my sister and I would 
take over the kitchen and whip up our gastronomic experiments. This and our lack of  physical 
activity were probably contributing factors to our childhood obesity. We did break a sweat by 
tackling every dish with gusto and salivating in anticipation of  the fruits of  our labour.
 We were minors and not supposed to use the stove. If  our parents found out, we’d 
get a good spanking or even worse: no dessert. We couldn’t hide any evidence of  our cooking 
in the garbage under the sink because mom inspected it daily. Living on the second floor of  
a duplex not only gave us a great vantage point, it also allowed us easy access to our food 
disposal system. Whenever our creations failed and became suspect for human consumption, 
we’d toss them over to Fido’s yard next door, where he would happily consume the evidence. 
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Like snacks from the skies, the four-legged garburator devoured anything from scorched 
French toast to half-baked blob cakes that never did resemble the pictures on the box. Our 
losses became Fido’s gain.
 One day my sister and I had a craving for fudge. After reading the recipe from a book, 
we thought it would be a cinch. We followed the directions as written, poured the concoction 
into an aluminum pie plate and left it to set in the fridge. After three hours it should have been 
hard enough to cut squares from but our version felt like granular syrup. Being thrifty, we tried 
eating it with spoons but were repulsed by the cavity-inducing sweetness. It was almost 3:30 
in the afternoon and in a few minutes our mom would be walking through the front door. 
Panic set in and we got busy cleaning up the crime scene. When I heard the key turn in the 
front door lock, I grabbed the pie plate and ran out to the back balcony. I whipped it towards 
Fido’s yard like a Frisbee and it floated down in a circular motion like some little, awkward 
UFO. Even Fido was mesmerized as he watched its slow descent until it landed splat right on 
his head. Startled, he looked like a WWI combat dog, with a shiny helmet and brown goop 
oozing down his face, a casualty of  our kitchen war.
 “Hi, I’m home!” Mom was making her way up the front stairwell. I raced back in, 
slamming the back door perhaps a bit too hard behind me, and quickly sat down at the kitchen 
table. My sister was already there, with hands folded, a poster child for innocence. As mom 
rounded the corner, we jumped out of  our seats to greet her. She asked how our day was, what 
we did, all the while unpacking her lunch bag and putting things away. She suddenly stopped 
and sniffed the air. “It smells like something sweet… like pancakes.”
 My sister piped in, “Oh we had some chocolate milk before, maybe that’s what you’re 
smelling”. Mom bought it and continued on. As we were getting caught up in the day’s events, 
the doorbell rang.
 “I wonder who that could be,” my mom asked as she went to answer the door. My 
sister and I looked at one another, the blood quickly draining from our faces. We slowly got 
up and followed our mom to the front door. The three of  us cautiously peeked down the 
stairwell, and through the small, triangular fan of  windowpanes, we saw an old man standing 
outside. The face was unmistakable. It was Mr. Jolicoeur.
 In all the years we had lived there, he never once rang our bell or had any direct contact 
with us. “I wonder what he wants,” my mom said to herself, as she went to buzz the door 
open. My sister and I quickly grabbed her arm and pulled her away from the door, then broke 
down crying as we blabbered out a rapid-fire, incoherent confession. The doorbell rang again, 
Mr. Jolicoeur’s impatience was growing or perhaps his compulsive thirst for children’s blood 
had reached uncontrollable heights. Whack! Whack! My mother delivered two stinging smacks 
with ninja-like speed and precision, immediately silencing our hysteria. “I’ll deal with the two 
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of  you later,” and with a brave face, she buzzed open the door. We clung to her sides, the sweat 
collecting in the folds of  our abdominal fat, as Mr. Jolicoeur let himself  in.
 A thick and oppressive gust of  wind swept up the stairwell. A back draft quickly shut 
the door behind him and the slam reverberated off  the walls until its echo died in our hot and 
blushing ears. The ensuing silence was as palpable as fiberglass batting. Mr. Jolicoeur looked 
up with his familiar scowl at the three of  us fused together by dread, our lives hanging in the 
balance.
 “I believe I av someting dat belong to you,” he said without making eye contact. My 
nails dug deeper into my mom’s thick, clammy arm. I watched as a bead of  sweat traveled from 
her forehead down the side of  her rosy face and finally rested on the precipice of  her double 
chin. From behind his back, he slowly brought his hand out and produced a white envelope. 
Pointing it in my mother’s direction, he said, “Da mailman put dis in my door slot by mistake.” 
He painfully lifted an arthritic leg to climb the first step. My mother rushed down the stairs to 
spare him the trouble and took the letter.
 “Merçi,” she said and stood on the same spot, unsure of  whether to turn around or 
invite conversation.
 Not one for chitchat, Mr. Jolicoeur mumbled, “You’re welcome,” and then swung the 
door open to leave.
 Mom tapped the letter in her hand then blurted out, “Have a nice day,” in a cheery 
tone easily an octave higher than normal. He looked at her with vacant, hound dog eyes and 
gave her a quick nod as he left, shutting the door behind him.
 Mom did a slow turn then looked up at us with her all-powerful, Italian stink-eye. She 
started her ascent with purpose and when she got to the landing she let out a deep breath. 
“Now… you were saying.” My sister and I looked at each other but neither said a word. Mom 
proceeded to the kitchen where I thought she would rattle the utensil drawer and seek out her 
favourite wooden spoon to dish out a spanking. Back then, corporal punishment was not only 
an acceptable form of  discipline, it was expected.
 Instead mom went out on the back balcony and looked down at the yard next door. 
Fido paused his fudge fest for a second and looked up at mom, a matted smile pasted on 
his face. When she came back in we were given to the count of  three to confess everything 
or get our corpulent hides tanned. We sang like bluebirds in a Disney movie and spilled the 
garbanzos. When it was over, she grabbed our hands and silently walked us down the stairs 
and over to Mr. Jolicoeur’s house. We were horrified by the betrayal. How could she offer up 
her own children to the devil himself ? Children that had suckled at her bosom, or at least my 
sister had, I was bottle-fed. I suddenly knew how the Christians must’ve felt at the Coliseum 
before being thrown to the lions.
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 When Mr. Jolicoeur answered the door, he looked as shocked as we were. Mom went 
into the whole fudge fiasco and the mysterious pie plate in his backyard. My sister and I 
avoided his eyes and stared straight down at our shoelaces. When mom finished, she let out an 
audible exhale and nudged the both of  us, our cue to apologize.
 “We’re sorry,” we mumbled, weeping, blurry tears bouncing off  the white rubber toe 
of  my sneakers. After another long pause, Mr. Jolicoeur folded his arms and wearily looked at 
my sister and finally at me.
 “What do you propose I do?” he said in a voice that conveyed neither sympathy nor 
disappointment. Without giving us a chance, my mother chimed in.
 “As punishment, perhaps they could start by bathing your dog, and when they’re done, 
they can clean up your yard. And if  you’d like, I can have them walk your dog every day until 
school starts.” Again Mr. Jolicoeur looked at my sister then at me while considering the offer.
 “Well dey can use da hexercise,” he said as he turned to go back in. “Meet me in da 
back yard in 15 minutes,” and with that he shut the door behind him. We walked back home in 
silence again. My mother grinning and victorious, my sister and I deflated and defeated, again. 
I wasn’t happy about the punishment. I would’ve welcomed the wooden spoon.
 In the weeks that followed, we begrudgingly served our mandatory sentence. Over 
time though we grew to enjoy our walks with the newly groomed Rex, his real name. Obviously 
Mr. Jolicoeur lacked imagination even more than we did. Rex became the dog we never wished 
for, but he could fetch a stick a heck of  a lot better than our turtle. We also discovered that 
Mr. Jolicoeur never did feast on young children but rather normal food like the rest of  us. The 
only difference was that he would take out his false teeth to eat it.
 As far as learning lessons went, we still continued our kitchen experiments, despite 
our promise, “cross our hearts, hope to die,” that we would never do it again. However, we 
followed the recipes meticulously and in time became quite the kitchen magicians. And even 
when we did produce the occasional disaster, our tail-wagging accomplice was just a scone’s 
throw away, only too happy to aid and abet our culinary capers.
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Gerard Beirne

Meditation # 16     The Hook Is Slung

Everyone dies on the way down/from the barstool at The White Horse Tavern/
wet brained to the floor/longshoremen standing on the stones/confabulating
lives they never lived/the dunnage of  their suffering keeping them afloat/

We stand vigil or lapse into a coma/only time will show/an oxygen tent
in a darkened room/a wife gone wild lashing and seductive/the boyish
bodies gone to sea/and always, always the infidelities/Locked up

in cold rage/a dead man’s coat/what hope is there that we will be assuaged/
A swelling of  the brain denying oxygen/inflammation of  the lung/septic shock/
a stopper knot/a docker’s hook hauling in our cargo/that lewd and brooding

performance drawing in the crowd/mesmerised by the deathly possibilities/
the reckless end of  an obscene act needing no encouragement/It’s a cruel
and lurid fact/the hook is slung/the sinking cargo still intact/
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Frances Boyle

In/Words 11.1

The Plastic Arts

The greater gods had the plastic arts.
They scooped spitballs of  stars,
made sand castle galaxies
sculpted mountain ranges
patted clay into man
and other objects. 

The lesser gods have injection molding.
They crunch out things like flat
rings with uneasy joins where the liquid
seeps out. Waste not say the earth
mother types, slapping the wobbly circles
onto perfectly adequate planets.

With the cosmos getting crowded,
one god tries a smaller scale, molds hot liquid feeling,
love and fear in a crucible, a blur 
of  faces and figures. She makes an alcove
smooth steps to frame the space, molded lacy
gates, plastic hinges. Fly-speck flimsy
it is outshone, out-scaled by nebulae and milky ways.
But ephemera accretes. Chemical chimera
traps stardust to glow at night, diverts
black holes to its hollow heart.
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Jenna Jarvis

Plathitude

Champagne creases against lips
onto painted walls

shirts the same colour
more bitter than Jordan almonds.

I undo these with my teeth.

And everywhere are pearls,
mother-of-pearl buttons,
motherfucking pearls!

 of  sweat on his piggish body,
 and in my grimace.

I drape around the rector
like a Roman collar,
or like a certain necklace.

The oyster-shells are on the ground.
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Blair Beauchesne

In/Words 11.1

Public Class Siblings

If  { we were in the same womb compiled,
then sister, by default, we are set dear.
The similar logic that we’re styled
should make our compatibility clear.

We share bits, our variables should match,
I assume I know you by proxy.
So our operations should not end in conflicts.
After all we’re just iterations on the same tree. }

Else { when you return a corrupt string
when I requested a straight boolean
I wonder what deep setting
executes this routine.
I know loyalty shouldn’t be a disease
because we’re not like Macs and PCs.
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Ian Sandusky

Single Malt

 She was leaving.
 There wasn’t anything else to be said.
 Daniel checked his phone for the sixtieth time since he walked into the bar three 
hours previous. Or was it four? Half  a bottle of  single malt scotch in any case. His tab was 
likely higher than the temperature in Fahrenheit outside, but that wasn’t saying much. It was 
February in Toronto. Cold, grey, and unapologetic. The wind stung like a bitch, and howled 
like a slut in heat.
 The bar lights were low, making it darker than they day outside by the polished 
hardwood. The barkeep, Tom or Dick or Heath, was busy shining glasses. There were always 
glasses to polish when a man looked like he wanted to be alone, Dan was sure. He swirled the 
cheap amber scotch around in the bottom of  his own glass, the ice long melted. His father 
always said you shouldn’t have ice with scotch anyways. Bruised the bouquet or some shit. Dan 
just figured if  it was going to taste like ass, it might as well be below room temperature.
 But who cared about that, she was gone. Left. Out in the night, spirited away with the 
wind. Erika was out of  his life forever.
 He knocked back another swig of  the Glenfiddich, the blended cask garbage the 
barkeep kept pouring. It warmed his throat and stung his nostrils. Good, a little bit of  pain. 
Exactly what he deserved after his wrongdoings.
 She didn’t have to leave in the middle of  the night, last night. Didn’t she know that? 
He could’ve taken it face to face. Could’ve dealt with a little punishment before she decided to 
call it quits.
 “Another round?” Bill or Tom or George asked from down the bar.
 Dan nodded, but didn’t meet his gaze. A bottle slopped over another glass half  full of  
ice, and it was off  to the races.
 Her eyes, green. That was a rare trait, green eyes. The more he drank, the more he 
realized he’d taken them for granted. There just weren’t many blondes with green eyes anymore 
these days, let alone the natural platinum blonde and emerald combo Erika had been blessed 
with. That was certainly something else, he’d tell ya.
 For now, it was just the scotch. The ice made it more bearable, but still far from 
palatable. Coppery and cheap. Listless and stale.
 It didn’t matter. Those eyes were gone now, at least from him. Maybe she’d find 
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someone else to enjoy them, wherever she was going.
 If  she’d only left a note. Some kind of  direction for him to follow. Even some damn 
clue to point him in the right direction. But no, nothing. Not even a damn hint. It wasn’t like 
her. Even for all his shortcomings, she’d always treated him better than that. Better than he 
deserved.
 Another sip of  scotch. Another foul taste.
 His wedding ring felt like a joke now, even off  his finger, sitting quietly laughing at him 
on the old, worn wood. Its reflection in his glass blended in with the single malt. He could 
almost taste it’s bitterness in every drop.
 “You okay there, Mac?” Rick or Joe or Alfred called from down the bar.
 Daniel nodded, but still didn’t meet his gaze. Leave me alone. I’ll let you know when 
I’m ready.
 They hadn’t been married long, in the grand scheme of  things. Four childless years. His 
fault, not hers. Apparently one of  the drugs the Green Machine fed him to prevent anthrax or 
some shit before his last tour overseas messed up his toddler factories. He was shootin’ blanks, 
whether his rifle was loaded or not.
 It had crushed her, though she never mentioned it. You could tell, when her friends 
got knocked up. She’d squeal with joy along with them, but there was a darkness in that smile. 
A tarnish on that gleaming silver. A rot. An agony.
 It didn’t matter now. There wouldn’t be any adoption papers to sign. No little Asian 
baby they could pretend was their own. No siree Bob. Or Frank. Or Allen. She’d up and left 
late last night, and that was that.
 A sharp pain erupted in his fist.
 Dan gasped, gazed wide eyed down to his bleeding hand, glints of  glass peppering 
the bar. One reflection of  a shard deep in his ring finger. The whiskey burned deep into the 
wound, mixing and blending with the crimson and running into the wood. He’d squeezed the 
glass so hard, it was reduced to nothing but slopped liquor and twinkling shimmers under the 
low lights.
 “Easy there, fella. Let me clean that up for you,” Rick or Eric or Don said.
 “How about you leave me the fuck alone?” Dan replied.
 He pulled the glass from his ring finger with gritted teeth, throwing it onto the bar 
along with a fifty. It wouldn’t be much of  a tip, but he wasn’t feeling all that charitable today.
 Stepping through the doors into the cold midafternoon winter light outside didn’t 
make it any better.
 It was cold. His ears stung in the breeze. His fingers felt full of  rust, like iron hinges 
well overdue for an oiling.

In/Words 11.1
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 Jack or Eddie or Quinn yelled something out the pub’s doors as Dan shimmied into his 
battered pickup’s driver’s seat. He pretended not to hear. The engine rumbling to life masked 
any other calls Ben or Terry or Paul may have tried, but Dan didn’t look back to check. He had 
places to go, after all. People to see.
 Ten minutes and four missed stop signs later, he was in the parking lot. The service 
wasn’t for another hour, but the lot was already bustling with activity. Mothers crying on 
shoulders. Bewildered children looking uncomfortable in pint sized suits, clearly dying to go 
play admist the gravestones. Neither kids or the dead felt the cold, as his grandmother used to 
say. She was buried near the back, with a pleasant rose marble angel marking her slumber.
 Her leukemia had been responding to treatment. She’d been sick when he’d returned 
home from Afghanistan, but she’d been getting better. The doctors said the marrow transplant 
had taken, and her counts were good. Erika was supposed to be okay. She was supposed to 
live. She promised.
 But last night, while he’d been in the city with his mates, talking about past battles and 
blonde conquests, she’d turned grey. Ashen, her parents had said, like all the blood had drained 
out of  her when they weren’t looking. Even her eyes had looked black.
 She barely made it to the hospital. Her kidneys had given up the ghost, leaving the rest 
of  her to fend for itself. Like removing the keystone from a fragile castle, the rest had come 
tumbling down.
 Dan hadn’t heard his phone over the music. That’s what he told himself, anyway. It’s 
what he tried to believe.
 The Dan beneath, the one who breathed smoke and wore golden horns, that Dan 
knew better. It silenced the calls while jovial Dan was listening to Tad tell him about fucking 
strippers. The Horned Dan had said Erika was just being a woman, checking up on him and 
playing twenty questions. That what Horned Dan said. That’s what Dan believed.
 But he didn’t.
 Sitting in the parking lot, another bottle sat in the glove box. Good shit, this. He had 
bought it in Cyprus while on leave during his tour. Bloody stuff  cost almost three hundred 
bucks in the liquor stores in Toronto. He was saving it for their fifth wedding anniversary. Six 
weeks away.
 He pushed the bottle aside, and found what he was looking for underneath.
 Cold. Black. Unforgiving. It was everything Erika wasn’t.
 A flock of  crows leapt from the trees as the shot rung out. A woman screamed. A child 
cried.
 At another bar, Dan sipped at his single malt.
 Bill or Joe or Mark kept bringing the rounds. 
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Adan Jerreat-Poole

Memories of  You and I

I keep them in a bowl, the glass pieces I
Picked out of  my feet–they remind me of  dust.
Rust. Stella; a beer you should be ashamed of

Wanting, holding. Leaving fingerprints
On. I do not think those sharp edges will
Ever dull, nor this cupped vessel ever break.
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Gary Pierluigi

December Hotel

I am the Christ in this place of  wheels.

You pass by chiming thoughtless,
an argument always in motion, your
clothes draped perfectly.

You say maybe I should join an organization.
Big Brothers. Scouts.
The Salvation Army.

But I am a fact of  faith.

That man who sits down beside me
wipes bits of  food from his stomach.

His lips too are moving.
My coffee is coming in this brightly lit cathedral.
I curse the thickness; take your fingers to touch
the living God.
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from ghazals against the great demise
vii.

i am slowly hauling this body back from ocean depths
what part of  infinite didn’t i understand

it’s true i was once cursed, told to rot
and i did, oozing black and green goo

i set the camera on a wobbly tripod
for a keepsake of  this akimbo planet

when i dissected the plastic Barbie dolls
they were empty of  everything but wires

what do all humans have in common? our skins, arteries and veins
our keratin fingernails not unlike the shells of  roaches

inwords
Highlight
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Josh Nadeau

post-urban
it is easier than i thought
surviving without you
or our conversations

the way you distinguish
idea from impulse

this new world is one of
sweat and heat and bone
devotions to sleep and circumstance

i learn to fail

often drink

at first i want to write you
about every bad movie i watch
the new contexts i invent for them

i try to imagine this is the first
time the guy ever gets the girl

 i look again

 it is
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Application for a New Muse

You must barely sleep. I’ll be needing to write about your legs
at any and all odd hours of  the night.
You must write in unreadable script. Every love note you leave
must take me hours to decipher and read.
There is nothing normal about this position.
I found someone for it once, but she left.
Honestly, I couldn’t tell you why.
You must watch television. What else could we do for hours
on the couch or in my bed before we sleep,
but then you must barely sleep.
You must walk with a perfect sway. I’ll be walking right behind
and watching your legs.
I really like a woman with a nice pair of  legs.
Finally, you must leave me alone and in an utter mess
because art never comes from happiness.
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Ben Ladouceur

A Review of  This Will Be Difficult to Explain and Other Stories by Johanna Skibsrud
Hamish Hamilton Canada, 2011, 176 pp

 This Will Be Difficult to Explain is a testament to the unevenness of  the short story 
collection as a medium. A slight and spacious book, some of  its stories find beauty in the 
minutiae they investigate, while some seem lost in their precision. Like the family members 
from Skibsrud’s Giller-winning novel, The Sentimentalists, these characters’ activities and 
thought-processes speak of  a hesitance that is universal, speak of  how we often refuse to be 
the protagonists of  the narratives we occupy. These are wallflowers, children intimidated by 
the adult activities taking place above their heads, and visitors of  foreign countries who don’t 
become residents, even if  their stay has lasted for years.
 The characters are never heroes, the stakes rarely high. In “French Lessons,” a woman 
named Martha tries to understand her blind landlady’s family story despite a language barrier. 
Eventually, she makes the mistake of  laughing out loud, misinterpreting a grave turn in 
the story as a punchline. She isn’t kicked out of  the apartment; nobody begins to weep or 
scream. Martha simply feels embarrassed, like anybody would, and Skibsrud describes this 
embarrassment with insight and clarity. Later, a wordless exchange between the two women 
behaves as a coda, and then the short story is over. These stories are best when they keep their 
timeline short and their thematic scope small. Other stories, such as the titular story, attempt 
to cover too much emotional ground, and their delightful brevity is what prevents them from 
resonating.
 One exception is the last story, “Fat Man and Little Boy,” which capably finds 
common links between Hiroshima, human gestation, cancer and the act of  leaving home. The 
conversations between the short story’s numerous themes build on each other and the story 
as a whole provides the reader with new considerations on the constitution of  a human being. 
Skibsrud writes about the transactions that take place between people who love each other, or 
fascinate each other, to awkwardly different degrees. She scrutinizes these transactions (which 
we all do), and then finds the words to describe her findings (which we often don’t).
 It should be said that, in describing these things, Skibsrud uses a lot of  words. Readers 
of  The Sentimentalists might still be getting their heads around that novel’s mellifluous sentence 
structures, and “Difficult to Explain” gets its points across with a similar wordiness. This 
wordiness is an asset, really, a key side-effect of  Skibsrud’s observational skills. This was 
evidently difficult to explain, but most of  the time, it was well worth hearing.
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Jeff Blackman

Double Review: The Bottom Line with Jeff  Blackman
Complete Encyclopedia of  Different Types of  People by Gabe Foreman, Coach House, 2011, 96 pp 
Clockfire by Jonathan Ball, Coach House, 2011, 104 pp

 The bottom line is Clockfire by Jonathan Ball has a better shot of  sticking with you than 
Gabe Forman’s Complete Encyclopedia of  Different Types of  People. It may be an unfair comparison. 
Each has a fundamentally different use for people as poetic objects. 
 Ball’s poems are synopses for impossible plays. Some are a step past Real Housewives 
(actors are killed) and some a few steps further (the director orders the sun destroyed on 
queue). These ‘little plays’ celebrate the limitless potential of  art to inspire, for good or bad. 
For the Charlie Mansons and Mark David Chapmans in attendance, “The Audience Is Called:” 

The audience is called to the stage from their seats. The actors tutor them, not  how  
we might expect, but rather to undo their social training, to act on their  basest 
impulses. Once they have lost all self-control, they are set loose.  Theatres are abolished. 
Everywhere now, everywhere one looks, some  nightmare unfolds as they perform.

Now for this reviewer, having to write a math test and piss at a urinal without privacy dividers are 
nightmares, so there is depth to these poems. Ball’s poems are minimalist, and the collection’s 
strength is that each poem could stand on its own. 
 To Forget

 And what would you like to forget? It is played out before you, again and  again, until  
 you beg for it to stop. But rather than it stopping, you are brought  up onto the stage. 

 One weakness of  Clockfire is that some plays are too alike. Another weakness; the 
poems are ordered alphabetically but broken into eight sections (e.g. A-Bur, But-Di, etc.) so 
as to suggest there is a linear narrative afoot. Blimey if  I can figure out the story. Foreman’s 
Encyclopedia is also alphabetical (e.g. “Orderlies,” “Organ Donars,” “Ornithologists”) and also 
attempting a narrative, this with a set of  characters who pop up from poem to poem. For 
example, Rhonda drinks poison in “Amateurs,” is shy and alone in “Matchmakers” and finally 
gets struck from the list of  “Shoulders To Cry On.” 
 While it becomes a game to build a story out of  these cameos, after a couple rereads 
the Encyclopedia remains difficult to decipher. Its best poems are those which do not feature 
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these characters and stand by their own. This early entry is stuck in my dreamscape: 
 Ambulance Chasers

 A fern in the window
 sets a serrated shadow
 on the condo floor
 where deflected street light
 faintly flashes. 

 On the sofa two lovers
 sip an orange liquor
 from the same delicate glass. 
 [...]
 A piano appears in the den and softly
 plays Chopin, while on the freeway
 drivers stop and step from their cars.
 People with no hands, no heads,
 climb from their vehicles
 and stride down the weedy slopes of  the ramps,

And you just know they’re coming for that unsuspecting couple in the condo! Bam! 
 Both Ball and Foreman depict people as a mostly base and malleable bunch. By looking 
at different types of  people, Foreman can pick out the good ones like “Saints” (“Those we 
never thought were watching / often wind up missing us the most”), but also humanize 
the “Perverts” and “Expatriates” among us. The general sense though is that people suck, 
dominated by their flaws and circumstance. Ball’s audiences are puppets, infinitely suggestible, 
and while Clockfire may be one big dig at free will, he is lauding the universal effect of  good art 
(like how everyone’s cried at least once upon hearing “What a Wonderful World”). 
 These poets are trying big things, and props to Toronto’s Coach House Books for 
getting behind such ambitious projects. Both extol just how wonderful people are, how damn 
human every human is. Even, as Foreman includes, the “Dish Bitches” in the kitchen:
 elbow deep in foaming pots
 scraping veal and apricots

 from dented pans and countertops ...
 Half-asleep at work, I’m dreaming.
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Andrew Connolly

A Review of  Man and Other Natural Disasters by Nerys Parry
Great Plains Publications, 2011, 216 pp

 Nerys Parry’s first novel, Man and other Natural Disasters, has been lauded by reviewers 
for its mix of  heartbreak and humour, along with its unforgettable, quirky, and original 
protagonist, Simon Peters.
 Simon is certainly quirky. A curmudgeonly old man who works in the basement of  
a public library repairing damaged books, Simon takes home all the books he can’t repair to 
his apartment, now crowded with old paperbacks. His unwillingness to discard the books 
matches his inability to shake off  the tragedies of  his past. Both his parents and his sister die 
in disasters before he reaches adulthood, and the deaths haunt him into his late 40s.
 At times the text goes over the top in its metaphorical illustration of  this haunting.  
The smell of  petrol which he calls “gas ghosts... haunt” his office in the library, the dust of  the 
fields clings to the skin of  farmers during a draught, etc.
 But the heavy-handed metaphorical language doesn’t take away from the delightful 
interactions between characters. Simon cares for his senile roommate, Claude, with whom 
he has a sordid past. Even more than Claude, however, it is the young Minerva who prompts 
Simon to recount his past, and possibly even embrace new possibilities in life.  Not to mention 
the healthy dose of  sexual tension that Minerva brings to the text.
 This is hardly original. An older man reconsiders his life thanks to his brief  interactions 
with an attractive younger woman. Yet it is Parry’s delicate treatment of  their conversations, 
the way she illustrates the Simon conflicting desires to remain aloof  and reach out to Minerva, 
which make the story enjoyable.
 Then everything changes. This is where the spoilers come in.
 Just at the point where Simon seems ready to being a new chapter in his life, the 
bottom falls out. Turns out Simon is actually Seymon, and Simon’s memories are fabrications 
to shield him from the reality that Seymon cannot face.  
 The shift happens a little over half-way through the novel. Seymon wakes up in a 
hospital and gradually reconstructs both his real life and the fabricated one he has been living 
for thirty years.  
 Again, this plot line is not original. Neither is the challenge to the stability of  “truth” 
that the first lines of  the prologue introduce. And while the lack of  original plot in the first 
half  is redeemed by interesting tension between the characters, the second half  sinks in to a 
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dull, matter of  fact storytelling.
 Gone is the sexual tension. Gone are Simon’s conflicting desires. Gone are the quirky 
asides of  scientific trivia. And, regrettably, gone is this reader’s interest.
 This section is primarily focussed on Seymon’s visits with his therapist. In these sessions, 
Seymon recounts his memories of  his violent and disturbing past. There are clear connections 
to the fabricated memories of  Simon. But without the tension that was so tangible in the first 
half, these therapy sessions read like plot summaries crammed into a cheap narrative device.
 This shouldn’t be the case. Seymon’s past is filled with events that are even more 
dramatic and tragic than the events in Simon’s past. The problem is that Seymon’s struggle 
to come to terms with these memories, and the last thirty years of  his life, fades into the 
background. Parry’s few attempts to illustrate this tension are ineffectual. The balance between 
memory and present day which works so well in the first half  of  the novel simply eludes Parry 
in the second half.
 Parry is clearly a talented writer, as the first half  of  the novel illustrates. Here’s hoping 
her second book won’t be quite as uneven as her first.
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“Grandmother Mary”
Leah Kudel
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